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Possible suits over concert
By Bob Lee
John Wright
Rodney Ernst

Who
is Fleetwood
Mac?
Nobody seems to know.
Last Friday’s Fleetwood Mac
concert
was cancelled by the University Program Board because
breach of contract.
The band that arrived for the
concert did not consist of the
same personnel that the UPB had
contracted. Bob Henry, attorney
for the California State University and Colleges Chancellor’s
Office in Los Angeles, said
specifically-named principals in
the contract (Mick Fleetwood,

John McVie and Chris McVie) not
appearing constitutes a breach of
contract.

Rumors of trouble arrived
Friday morning when Humboldt
setup personne] heard from
equipment movers that the
group, who had appeared in San
Jose

the

night

before

was

dif-

ferent than expected and had
caused the audience to be angry.
These rumors were confirmed
that afternoon by San Jose Civic
Auditorium

assistant

manager

Julie Ann Seger, who said that
the audience yelled at the group,
“‘You’re not Fleetwood Mac!”
The band responded, ‘‘We are

the New Fleetwood Mac,” Seger
said, adding that some angry
had to be removed.
Concert

Promoter

Norm

Cheney arrived in Arcata at 1:45
Friday and met with ASB and
UPB officials, who immediately
cancelled the concert.
News

dispatches

announcing

the cancellation were distributed
immediately to local radio and
TV

stations

and.

signs

were

posted throughout the campus
and community. Only about 40
persons showed up at the
fieldhouse, apparently unaware
of the cancellation.
(Continued on back page)

Budget may be cut,
legislature can help
by Arnie Braafladt
Many HSU classes will be
larger next year unless Gov.
Ronald
Reagan’s
proposed
budget is changed by the
legislature.
The 1974-75 budget, introduced
in the Legislature last month,
shows
a
projected
HSU
enrollment increase next year to
a budgeted level
of 6,600 full-time
equivalent (FTE) students and a
net augmentation of only 5.3
faculty

members.

With

6,600

FTE, about 7,300 students would
be on campus.
In an interview Friday, HSU
Acting President Milton Dobkin
said the small increase in faculty
will result in a rise in the studentfaculty ratio from 17 to one this
year to nearly 20 to one next year.
More faculty

“We will be pressing for more
faculty. But if we get them.it will
be so late that they cannot ef-

fectively
be used for anything but
specific pressure points,’ Dobkin
said. He indicated an additional
allocation is possible “from a
group of positions reserved for
the chancellor’s office for future
emergency distribution.”

Dobkin said class size is important but “limitations on this

Fat chance
The

chorus

size

line of

the Las Vegas

San

Dune

Hotel

the

year

1997

in

are

also

important.”

He

acknowledged many HSU lab
classes don’t generate FTE on

the same ratio as lecture courses.
“Any

institution

that

is at

a

gathers

distance from that (state studentfaculty) average, he said,

around
Richard
Rothrock,
= chairman of the Theater

“always receives pressure to
come closer to that average.”
No improvement
The department of finance,

Arts

Department

and director of the

play,
‘Fat
Chance.”
The
play, which will be
shown
nightly
at
8:30, Feb. 9-16, is a

multi-media

_pro-

duction, in
video-tape

which
se-

quences

are

used.

which prepares the budget for the
governor, “is not willing to fund
the system at anything that is an

improvement to that average,”
Dobkin said.
|
The trustees’ budget submitted
to

the

governor

originally

requested $481,889,662 for funding
the California State Universities
and

Colleges

(CSUC).

The

chancellor’s office reduced the
request by $5 million to reflect a
revised downward projection of
232,795 FTE students in 1974-75—

about 5,830 FTE below initial
projections.
Reagan cut the original budget

by

$27,306,158

to

a

total

of

$454,583,504, which is 2.4 per cent

more than this year’s budget and
averages $1,953 per FTE student.
(Continued on back page)
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Movie gets mixed reactions from crowd
Volume

Vert./Horiz.

by Linda Fieldsted
and Robin Piard
The presentation of a 59-year-old film caused anlast Wednesday night in
tagonism and controversy
Founders Hall Auditorium.
The film, ‘‘Birth of a Nation,”’ is considered a master-

piece of early cinema because of its advanced technology for 1915, according to Gerald L. Marriner, assistant
professor of history.
However, the plot, which is based on the Reconstruction era, is a glorification of the Ku Klux Klan and relies
on racial
prejudice.
t the two-hour silent film, black people are
Throu
ayed as drunken, blood thirsty savages who lust
after white women. They are referred to in the subtitles
as “crazed Negroes,” while the Ku Klux Klan members
;
are called ‘‘the liberators.”’
Auditorium jammed
The auditorium was jammed well beyond its capacity
of 154, with people standing in the doorway and crammed against each other in the aisles.

Contrast

Members of the Black Student’s Union (BSU) were
present to protest the showing of the film, which was
sponsored by the HSU History Department.
BSU President Albert Roche said he was not against
the actual seston

of the film, but protested ‘‘the pro-

being shown.”’
cess in which it is
“When the film first came on campus not one black
person was asked, ‘How do you feel about it’?”’
He said, ‘‘It shows me things that would degrade m;
my father, my grandmother and my grandue
ather.”’

‘
Racist poeta
He said he feared the film would affect ‘‘potential
racists’’ in the audience.
Throughout most of the movie, which began half an
hour late, the audience laughed derisively.
During “an historical facsimile” of the assassination
of Abraham Lincoln (or, the ‘Great Heart’’ as the subtitles called him), the audience hissed at John Wilkes
Booth, the assassin.
Towards the end, the film depicted black people tak-

ing over the House of Representatives. They were

sloppy, unruly, and some were shown sneaking sips

from whiskey bottles which they kept hidden under
their coats.
At this point someone asked, ‘‘Now do you see why we
ee
ae - it?” oS
lence member

replied, “‘Now do you see

we

don’t accept it?”

A panel discussion vee the film.
Marriner said the film was dehumanizing and ‘‘blatantly racist,’ but was shown because, ‘‘It’s part of our

past. You can’t i

e it.”’

more about Suuthern Christianity
“The movie tel s
than it does about blacks,’’ he said.
In reaction to Roche’s statement that no blacks had
been consulted before the movie was shown, he said,
“To the best of my knowledge that’s an accurate statement.I simply object to the notion of prior censorship.”
al assisand
Earl W. Meneweather, ombudsman
tant to the president, said he wished the film had not

an ee

(Continued on back page)
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by Guy Smith
President: President who?
Dr. Alistair W. McCrone was
appointed President of HSU two

wspus

opin on poll indicated
iti 100

op!
po!
a
ae to say much about him.
“‘He’s an-unknown quantity,”
Thelwall T. Proctor, professor of
Russian, said. ‘‘How can you
comment on someone you don’t
know?’’ he explained.
‘‘How can I sa ont hone
Janet M. Spinas,
rman of the
oar ree of foreign languages,
id. ‘I’ve never met the man.”’

y
/

wee

ion.
‘‘Why? Who’s the new president?”,

=

Jim

Gibson,

senior

and industrial arts major,

’ “I don’t know anything about
him at all,’’ Debbie Hatch,
graduate student in sociology,

said.
But there were some opinions,
however, these were usually tempered by the fact that either the
persons had never met McCrone,

or had been interviewed by him
rather than interviewed him.
“T really don’t have —
for judgment,”’ Alba M. Gillespie,
dean of graduate studies and research, commented. He saw
McCrone only briefly when

Lloyd Kendall, senior history major, studies nightly
in the Green and Gold Room. ‘‘There’s a regular crew

McCrone was on campus in midJanuary, he said.

that comes in here about 10 and leaves about 2 or 3

Gillespie said his opinion of
McCrone was favorable in a
sense. ‘‘He asked good questions
concerning the operation of the
campus,”’ Gillespie noted.
Gillespie said
McCrone was in-

every night,”’ he said.

Night room may close;
move fo save energy
by John Wright
Nocturnal students who find
their way into the green and gold
room during ungodly late hours
might soon have to shift their
late-night habits to Tracy’s all.
night Cafe.
e green and gold room in
Founders Hall, open all night for
the last six years, may close its
aoors at midnight because of the
energy crisis.

In 1968, an effort to meet students’ needs and to prevent a protest stemming

from shorter lib-

rary hours, former Dean of Students Don W. Karshner ordered
the green and gold room opened
on a 24-hour basis.

The

Police count heads
President’s Executive

Committee, consisting of the pres-

ident, the two vice-presidents and
the dean of students, requested
the University Police recently to
conduct a “head count”’ in the
room duringlate hours for a two-

week period.
From Jan. 14-27, except for two
days, the University Police under

supervision uf Sgt. J.E. Hulsebus,

took semi-hourly counts between
midnight and 6 a.m.
As many as 13 students used the
room one night, and on three

nts there were no students at
all. For the two-week period, an
woos of five students a night
used the room. An average of four
s a
night were in the room
tween midnight
and 2 a.m., and
on
one night was the room
occupied at 4 a.m. No persons
were reported in the room at 6
a.m. any day.
color TV
Vice-president for Administrative
Affairs Donald F. Strahan
said the
and gold room uses
3,000 watts per hours, enough to
run an average tube-type color TV
24 hours.
While executive committee
member Strahan said the committee is taking no official stand
whether to close the room, Acting
Dean of Activities Stan Mottaz

|

The

Child

by students to
and gold room,
8 a.m.”
:
Strahan is also;

contained
Care

Center

three
was

understood to be operating on a

is closed, it will retain present

$4,800 per month

budget,

not a

$48,000 per month budget. It was

ee 0 per
i to $5,40
learned
th an increase
$54,000. was planned, not to

ti
tudeentnt reaction
0 e stud
"Oe ce
about the proposal, Mottaz pre-

sented the committee findings at
the SLC meeting last Thursday.

University Affairs Committee for
a study into another all-night
facility.
baw i
nae. se hans

The mass transit system
mentioned would take $50,000 to
float, not $500,000. The Lumberjack apologizes for these inadvertent inflations.
PPPPPPA
PIAL

considered,
but many members
agreed it would use as much

,

SLC referred the proposal to the

power.

SLC agreedthatifthegreenand

SPEED WASH

§

gold room is closed, another facility should be kept sae all night.
unidentifi

Speed Queen Equipment

audience

WASH-25° -- DRY -10°

member said it is not the lights in
the
green and gold room, but the
vending machines, running 24
hours a day which consume most

of the power.
Mottaz replied that he was not

.

8 a.m.-- 10, p.m.
822-7902
1080 F St.

§

Arcata, Calif.

exactly sure about the figures, but

will check into the matter.

VETERANS!
AVOID MID-TERM TERROR!
You're entitled to $50 per
month tutorial assistance.

See

Luke Petriccione, Director of Veterans
Affairs in House

edon making.
in decisi
were involv

presiDonald F. Strahan, vice
dent of administrative affairs,
said he feels McCrone ‘‘will take a
look at the institution carefully
before initiating any new steps.
some perspecThat he will
tives of private institutions in
forward ways to secure students
and resources.

University (NYU) which is a
“very large institution.’’
“I was disappointed Dobkin
wasn’t appoin
esident,”’ Anderson added. ‘ Of course, I know
Dobkin. I would have been more
= happy with Dobkin as presihe

no
M

However, Anderson said he has
preconceived notions about
ne.

“There may be some leads in
these techniques that can

some vitality at this institution,”
Strahan said.

Errol Fiynn &

H. Edward Simmons, associate
dean of student activities, met
for twenty minutes.
with McCrone
, eager and
“] think he’s
personable,’ Simmons said. ‘I
see him as somewhat inexperienced in our massive system as
compared with a private institution.” But ‘‘with his strong

Ronald Reagan

“SANTA

‘IN OLD CALIFORNIA’
With John Wayne

in-

have

en’t
should
terest and drheiv

too difficult a time adjusting,’’
Simmons said.

“BONNIE

Impressive background
‘‘His background is impressive.
You can’ —" the man’s pedig-

ree,’’ he
said.
“T think we’re
and

mented.

But

“YOU ONLY
LIVE ONCE”

optimistic,”

records,

‘‘most

& CLYDE"

Also

HUMBOLDT STATE

Robert A. Anderson, dean of ad-

missions

FE TRAIL"
And

com-

people

Founder’s
Hall
|
Auditorium

haven’t even met him.”’
McCrone’s back;
nd ‘‘looks
fine,’ Anderson said. ‘‘Size is no
problem.”

McCrone is familiar with large

institutions, Anderson noted. He
was associated with New York

t

Oo
0000000000000

'H' & 10th
ARCATA
822-6251

LAST 4 DAYS!
Wed.-Thurs.
FRI.-SAT.

JOA WOODWARD. Film Veraion
ef Paul Zindel's Play. (U.S.)

|
Our

First Annual

INTERNATIONAL
FILM ARTS
FESTIVAL

great

.

CE

0,F-11260;
“CHAR Wite7100, F5-10100

Youu

ARCATA

36 or Call 826-4971.

said. “The committee would ac-

cept a proposal
close the
green
from
t to
Vicedent

story in last week’s

Lumberjack
errors.

all-night hours the week before
and the week during finals,

terested in the consultative process at HSU - whether faculty

~ Editor's note
The SLC

serving as chairman of the Special Committee on Energy.
Even
if the green and gold room

An_

unknown

McCrone

-

aero

te

.« 4ACQES TATI stare once again
ao M.Mmlot in an absolutely

4ge
uv kK

+

“yh =

SAT

SUN. ,Feb. 9-10

p.m.
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More
than a minor

Native American emphasis approved
by Tom Farmer
When,in 1744, the Indians
of the

7

to explore a rich local cul-

tural

heritage, heretofore

a

tional
stud ; 7 a
bo
“Provide a liberalizing oppor:
tunity to study a different
cultural
heritage for the non-Indian student so as to deepen his academic
program
and experiences;

“To motivate the local Native
American population to pursue
and
te the baccalaureate
degree at HSU and to be able to
return to his community
and help
his people face the complexitiesof
tomorrow;
“And provide the cultural
knowledge and academic prep-

N.A. program funds low

a

200-year-old
offer.
Jan. 17, after two years of
work by Indians at HSU and in the
oe
a the University Curriculum
Committee approved a
‘Special Emphasis in Native
American Studies.”’ More than a minor
war oe a ond with a
number
o
required
for completion (28), the

am

‘“‘will provide scholastic intensiveness, broader cultural exence and may also have the
mportant concommitant function of providing a more liberal,
academic and professional preparation.”
“This is a major accomplishment,’’ said Bobby Lake, ethnic
affairs assistant, ‘‘as the next step
would be getting
approval for a
B.A.

in

Native

American

Studies.”’
The special emphasis is designed for students from all
academic ba
junds.
“Right now you have students
graduating in science and natural
resources who will eventually
work in or near Indian communities or in areas with a high
Indian population,’’ Lake said.
Statistical vs.
“They come out looking at the
land economically
or statistically, while the
Indians they will
be working with love the land
spiritually.”
Lake cited a current case where
Indians in the Six Rivers area are
fighting the United States Forest
Service.

“They’re wre to build a road
through sacred lands,’”’ he said.
“This kind of friction could be avoided if
people knew something
about Indian culture. A lot of people even think there aren’t any Indians anymore.”
HSU second
A special emphasis in Native
American Studies (NAS) appears
well suited to this area. According
to a 1972 NAS Conference survey,

HSU is second only to the University of California at Los inaae in
number of Indian students 234 and
250 students respectively).
College of the Redwoods now
nae 410 Indian students, Lake
said.
In terms of indigenous Indian
lations, Northern California
s second in the U.S.
The special emphasis is not,
however, intended solely for Indians.
“Students from a variety of
ethnic backgrounds are
the
IS-100 (Interdisciplinary S
series in Indian studies,’’ Lake
said, ‘‘and 20 whites have already
signed up for the special emphasis.”
The proposal gre the following four reasons for the program:

“To offer all students an oppor-

Knitter’s

on
1166 H St., Groene

For instructors in the recently approved
ial Em
is in
Native American Studies the quality of their class may
on
how much money they have in
kets
The Native American Studies program has received approximately $350 for this academic year, according to Bobby Lake, ethnic
affairs assistant.
“I don’t think the university has committed enough funds for the
program to reach its full potential,’’ Lake said.
Instructors in the
am must draw from the funds to pay for the
guest speakers and lecturers, films, slides and tape recordings they
use in their classes.
In his office, Lake pointed to the cassette tapes
on his desk which
contained recordings
of tribal songs and
myths.
‘‘A lot of teachers
have used the tapes,”’ Lake said. ‘“They wouldn’t
be here if I hadn’t paid for them out of my own pocket.”
In coping with the financial squeeze, instructors have made use of
donations, teaching aids they have constructed themselves and
speakers who have given their time without charge.
Among the donations mentioned by Lake were the heads of Mallard ducks, whose feathers were used in making ceremonial de-

aration necessary for all students
who plan to seek careers in areas
that service Native American
=
throughout the naSome

classes

to be offered

‘among the 12 lower division and 16
upper division units in the program are: The Indian in vant
History; Comparative
Value
tems of the Native American and

Pulosephy, aul Linscotars
‘sd
a
Native Anericalt Movements.

While the objectives of the emphasis arep:
ly met by Indian
study. courses under the IS-100
series in Sociology, Art and En-

glish, the emphasis
argues “‘the courses in
aggregate are scattered, have no cohesiveness, no academic structure,
- Se in
inder a four, begin— with introductory
courses
ending with a

of con-

temporary aspects of Native
American cultures, including
field = een
re-

vide a
“The

‘program’ with coherence
Indian perspective will be

functionall;

ar

out the en

——

through-

matter,”’

Lake said. ‘‘The white man
linearly. He’s concerned with

Pea

ive phy ied himself
above nature.
‘
“The Indian thinks in terms of
cycles because that’s the way the
universe Se didionen orcs is
based on
cooperation and the welfare of the
whole society. The Indian
nizes his unity with nature and
a

Ss.

It’s more

of

“We
don’t really kill anythingif
we're hunting
or gathering food.
energy.”

a transference of

vices, abalone shells and deer hides, used for making drums.

Speaking about a traditional tribal leader who recently lectured to
his class,
said, ‘‘We should at least be able to pay these people
for the gas they use in getting here.’’

SLC fails to override
Aus' child center veto
Sandy Wright

The Student Legislative
il (SLC) Thursday made
no attempt
to override ASB president Becky Aus’ veto on the allocation of $1000
to the Child Care Center.
However, Aus said she did ‘‘withdraw the veto on the condition
that the $1000 allocation be reduced to $500, and that a budget is
approved for the remainder of the a
Almdale, director of the Child Care Center, said although it
would reduce the center’s expenses by about 90 per cent, a volunteer
staff would be “‘impractical”’ and ‘‘unreliable.’’ Most parents, she
added, don’t like working with children or don’t have time to donate

to the center. There is parent involvement, however, especially with
fund raising activities, Almdale said.
In other action, Aus appointed Mike Young to SLC to replace Doug
Burghardt, who left the council because of an illness in his family.
Aus also appointed Bruce Siggson to the Board of Finance to replace
Fred Rovner, who resi
because of class conflicts.
Transfer fails

SLC Chairman Jim Fritz presented a letter from the athletic department concerning athletic budget cuts. The department recommended the transfer of $369 from the football travel fund to the
athletic director special fund. This money would have been ‘‘used to
defray cost for the pre-season training table since the money provided was insufficient,’ according to the letter.
Dave Mason, SLC freshman representative, said the athletic department should have requested additional funds at the time they
were needed, rather than try to make up the deficit by borrowing
from another fund.

“MATTHEWS
ART SHOP

A motion for the transfer made by Richard Hicks failed 1-10-2.

Stan Mottaz Dean of Activities reported the results of a study by
University Police on the use of the Green and Gold Room between
12:00 and 6:00 a.m. The report showed minimal usage during this
time period.
Dr. Donald F. Strahan, vice-president for administrative affairs,
wants to close the room at night in order to conserve energy. Strahan
is willing, Mottaz said, to keep the room open the week prior to finals
and finals week. The council agreed if the Green and Gold Roomis
closed, some other facility should remain open. The matter was
referred to the University Affairs committee for further study.
Richard Hicks, pool committee chairman, reported he has received no entries so far in acontest for layout of anew campus map.
The Academic Affairs committee is trying to obtain university
credits for SLC members. Ideally, elected officers would receive

four credits and committee members, two credits.
Attempts are
made to make it
ble to letter in archery,
and also to equalize lettering
ties and standards
for men
and women.
Allan Belt said the Lumberjack
last week he said a local
corporate mass transit
system would take $500,000 to float, when he
actually said it would
ee
$50,000.
a
Kathy Seidel presented
a rough
draft of a petition for council
members requesting the impeachment of President Nixon. The
council believes it should not attempt to speak for the entire student
body on this issue, Seidel said, and is thus implementing a petition
instead of a resolution.
The council also passed a motion to put a proposed amendment on
the next ballot. This amendment would clarify Article IT, Section C,
Subsection 1 of the ASB Constitution, concerning SLC vacancies.
Proposed.by the Student Judiciary, the amendment reads,.‘‘Should. . . .

a vacancy occur in any elective office, except the Presidency, during the last quarter of the member’s term, the presidential appointee shall then serve out the remainder of that term.”’

i...in its Sist year in art

|

and picture framing business.
Big Discounts on Oils, Acrylics
and Water Colors
Also special prices on framing.
530 F St., Eureka

442-6150
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Editor's viewpoint

Birth of a nation

OLD AND (sti) IN THE WAY.

of the showing

gave no indication of the content of the film, leading to
the impression that the history department was
unaware of its damaging potential. More likely, the
negligence sprang from a lack of central direction
and- inexperience with such matters.
THREE—Why

were

no

mechanisms

planned

BSU

pressed for one and

organized it. The discussion was useful even though it
ended in frustration.
FOUR—Perhaps the discussion ended so under the
influence of a fourth, subtler, irritation: the majority
of the viewers reacted to the film as if it were an

entertaining excursion into camp.
During the discussion, one white audience member
pointed out that the movie is as degrading to white .
people, indirectly, as to Blacks.
Likely this viewer and other sensitive whites did not

laugh at the film’s absurdities.

Unfortunately,

few

whites chose to view it as the sad commentary it
really is.
Little wonder the Black audience was so outraged.
It was not the 59-year-old film that offended, but the.
supposedly enlightened contemporary audience. The Arcata Theatre recently showed ‘’Reefer Mad-

ness’’ to appreciative audiences as classic camp. It is
funny because
dated.

the attitude

depicted

is so obviously

Unfortunately, Blacks cannot be so sure racial
prejudice is outdated. Subtle, but debilitating, forms
of racism still undermine the security of Black
Americars.

Birth of a Nation’ is not camp. Not yet.
ee
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libel and within reasonable limits
of taste. Please include name and
major, if a student. Names will be

withheld upon request.

Tenant troubles
This will serve to correct the
“facts” agar

jack in

by the Lumber-

the interview with Benja-

min Feuerwerker. I was the ‘‘hostile’ tenant who called the Health

Dept., but ‘“‘hostile’’ with good

cause--I was unable to bathe inmy

rented quarters for more than
three

weeks

because

(Feuer-

werker) would not fix the plumbing.
BEWARE, fellow students, if
you rent a youth ghetto from
Feuerwerker!
And
I would also like
to take this
chance to mention the low quality
of interpretive reporting in the
Lumberjack. The interview was
only another example of rowdy
journalism.
Sherry Cook
Senior

my ‘hostile’ roommate took ac-

Published weekly by the Associated Student Body and the Journ.
alism Departmentof Humboldt State University, Arcata, Calif. 95521.
Phone 707-826-3271. Office: Nelson Hall 6.
Opinions expressed are those of The Lumberjack or the author and
not necessarily those of the Associated Student Body or the Journ.
alism Department.
Subscription is free to students, available on campus newsstands.
6.0.4.

The Lumberjack welcomes letters under 150 words, free from

This letter is in reference to the
article published last Jan. 23 concerning the youth ghettos that one
Benjamin
Feuerwerker rents to
students. I would like to point out a
few false statements: there was a
reference to an ‘‘unreasonable
tenant’’ who called the health inaor due to a clogged shower.
e reader was given no indication as to the duration of this
oblem-it entailed three and a
alf weeks of spit baths in a
40-degree bathroom--that was the
standard temperature of the
house. After eae
asking
Feuerwerker to fix it and getting
no response for the near future,

Lumberjack

Editor
Brian Alexander

Photographer

Editor's note:

Roommate

SS

The

Letters

for

discussing the film after it was shown? It is to the
department's credit that it cooperated in forming a
discussion panel when the

wssencnteteceSecetegecececesatesesesesecscscesstacmesessetierareeteeahesenanssanererereteranoners'etetenahahateteae

a

‘

tion. I approved this action. The
house was declared a substandard dwelling, and as soon as
Feuerwerker was notified, he sent
his secretary over to evict us. He

him. This is only one of the more
eo
incidents in the life of
slum lord last quarter and I
would advise any student considering renting from him to think
twice about it, and I would also
advise people to think twice about
believing what they read in the
paper.
Kathy Borchard

Happily, ex-tenant

Story defense
The readers’ arguments are
with Benjamin Feuerwerker, not
The Lumberjack. Statements
quoted in the article, ‘‘Old Houses
rented to students,’’ were made
by Feuerwerker. He did not give
reporters the name of the extenant in question, so the extenant could not be contacted.
Don’t condemn the messenger
because you don’t like the mes-

sage.

Harry C. Gilbert
Lumberjack reporter

Union disunity
This is in res

in your issue

nse to the article

dated Jan. 23 that

covered the formation of the new

faculty consortiom--CFA. I have
no argument with the reporter of
this issue, as I found her charming, and her presentation of the
facts as I related them to her as
accurate. However, the article as
developed includes some com-

ments from Dr. Steele (a speech
professor currently serving as
chairman of the art department)

and Dr. Allen (dean of the school
of business and economics) that
indicate that there is some taint

attached to faculty who belong to.
a teachers’ union. This is quite
strange when one considers that
members of the organization are
Eo. to use the tactics unions
ave developed over the years.
One wonders if the current leadership is prepared to hit the bricks
‘and walk the picket line if necessary. Or, is this merely a ploy to
boost
membership
in
a
haphazardly organized group of
non-alliables.
The picket lines I
- have seen on this campus have

ceteceseas

such sensitivity? The announcements

Aen4, 77a

The Black Student Union may have missed the
point in its protest of ‘Birth of a Nation’’ last week.
The showing of the film was not in itself improper
but the white audience reacted insensitively.
Last year, in a similar situation, Native American
students confiscated a pottery display depicting
popular white stereotypes of the first Americans. The
display should not have been shown because it was
degrading to Indians, they said.
Black students did not tumble into that trap when
they protested ‘Birth of a Nation’. Conceding
academic freedom, the BSU raised three specific
(and one unarticulated) objections.
,
ONE—Why were no Black persons on campus
consulted before the film was scheduled? The
question implies prior censorship, another assault on
the First Amendment. However, the history department might have forestalled bad feeling by extending
a simple courtesy to the BSU in the form of a letter
saying the film had been ordered and assuring Black
students the department was sensitive to the impact
of the movie on the audience.
TWO—Why were no efforts made to demonstrate

Association (CCUFA’s parent
group) lobbies and strikes, and
acts like a special interest group,

this term now becomes a
ly
tag to hang on the UPC. Of course
the UPC is.a special interest
group, but
so is

CFA. It is easy

to

see why Dr. Allen would not follow
UPC’s leadership. His comments
reflect an orientation to management. ASCUP has a very
small membership and was supsed to have dissolved with the
ormation of UPC. A closer investigation might reveal that a majority of its small membership is
constituted of those —
whose
primary concern is for maintain-

ing their insurance with the organization. CSEA is made up of
organizations from all over the
state, not just professors, but staff
workers
around
the
state--secretaries,
plumbers,

policemen, firemen.
Will some of
the elitists affiliated with CFA really stand with working people in
a crunch? Conversely, will working people stand with elitists when
they realize the disdain they have
for fellow CSEA members. The
UPC is affiliated with the AFLCIO and will support, as well as
expect to receive support in any
job action. That we are sure of.
Herb Hendricks, President
United Professors of California Local 1821
AFT-AFL-CIO

Marching spirit
This is a strictly
nal reply
to the letter in the Jan. 30 issue of
the Lumberjack concerning the
‘‘rude band’’. Granted, as a
female member of the ene
|
Lumberjacks, I tend to agree wi
the anonymous author over the
point of the band being ‘‘crude and
immature.” Still something must
be said for the points the author
overlooked. I’m happy the author
caught some of the enthusiasm
the band has as a group, if none of
the pride, not for being able to
scream ‘‘fuck you”’ across a gymnasium, but in being able to perform as a group.

I’m sorry his-her first impression was not our best, but maybe
been those sponsored by UPC.
‘Al- ’ ithe author should have caught
‘one at‘whom.-we.were upset.wes-..though the California Teachers
(Continuéd on page 8):
’-

gave us ten days. We never told
the roommate to.leave, as.he
,
‘| '-stated{in the article, and the, only

SERRE
ee

Women

e

in Madness”

,

by Bonnie Headington
I was first asked to review this book in November and the first
comment I would like to make is this is not an easy book to read. Ms.
Chesler makes voluminous use of footnotes to make her point--in
fact, some of the most interesting reading occurs in the
footnotes--and occasionally her point is lost in the rhetorical style
she has chosen to use.
The book is disturbing; it discusses the premise that women are
more likely to be viewed
as insane (by a male-dominated psychiatric profession) for the very qualities conditioned into them by society. Those qualities, if over-accepted, make her “aggressive” (a

definite no-no), and subject her to real confrontation between herself and society.
_ At one point Chesler quotes Goffman on the effects of hospitalization: ‘...psychiatric hospitalization is more destructive of self than
animal incarceration.’’ He is primarily thinking of the debilitating
effect-on man-of being treated like a woman (as helpless, —
dent, sexless, unreasonable--as ‘“‘crazy’’.) But what about the effect
of being treated like a woman when you are a woman? And perhapsa
-woman who is already ambivalent about just such treatment?”
Good point, Chesler. Except that I, as a woman, don’t feel helpless,
dependent, sexless, unreasonable or crazy, and there is an implication throughout your statements that all women do; that this is how
women are viewed and conditioned in our society. This is in fact
womanly treatment: that we are rewarded and then systametically
punished for that role. I think the problem is broader than that. We
treat children that way--males and females. We systematically
punish affective behavior out of our children (‘‘There, there now
Johnny, don’t cry. Big boys don’t cry.’’) And we treat our mental
patients as children--male and female.

Middle class
really low-class
by Lisa Gutt
Time
is always out of joint for the bourgeois
characters in Bunuel’s “The Discreet Charm of
the Bourgeoisie.”
The first event
of the film is a
misunderstanding among the group of three men
and three women whom we follow throughout.
The misunderstanding, which is never resolved,

concerns a dinner invitation on a questionable
day of the week. And the misunderstanding
extends from the group into the larger society
which the group always encounters abruptly,
immodestly and: without conscience.
A distinct lack of connection pervades the
events

I recommend this book, there’s much of value in it; but I thinkit

needs to be read with some balance (such as that provided by David

Elliot’s marvelous little book, ‘‘Listen to the Silence’) and with

awareness that it will grate, particularly if you are a male.

Wednesday, Feb. 6
Noon-WC103 “Occupational
rtunities for Women in the Dept.
Wild.

Noon - 5 p.m. M-P Room Bazaar featuring local craftspeople.
Two p.m. F 128 “Women in World War IT” slide presentation by
Dr. Kay Chaffey — ‘Women Pilots in WW IT’ and “‘Hiring and Firing

of Rosie the Riveter” by Susan McCue.
Three p.m. WC 103 ‘“‘Weight Consciousness” discussion led by the
counseling center group.
Five - seven p.m. Swimming Pool Women’s Water show team
practice.
8:40 p.m. Minor Theater “‘The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-

the-Moon Marigolds’’.

Thursday, Feb. 7
Nine a.m. JGC Seminar Room ‘‘Women’s Groups for Single Par-

ents” panel by Prof. Sue Beekman Bonnie Headington and community people.
Ten a.m. M-P Room ‘‘Women in Politics’ by Harriet Grey.
Eleven a.m. JGC Seminar Room “Informal Single Parents Meeting” with Peggy
Potter and Michele Drier.
oon M-P Room “
t Show’’ by student Lynda King.
One p.m. M-P Room ‘
Independent Female” play by Women’s
Festival Players.
Two p.m. M-P Room ‘“‘Women’s Health” panel by Prof. Ann Marriner and students Pam Gurnari, JoAnn Bonner,
Chris Nelson and
Pat Leneaux.

Five - seven p.m. WC 103 ‘“‘Women Loving Other Women”
presentation by Sisters of Sappho
Seven p.m. M-P Room The Future of Marriage Book review
Kathyrn Corbett (administration) Pearl Oliner (faculty) Nancy
Kelly (staff) and Marianne Macinata (student).
Seven - nine p.m. M-P Room Swimming Pool Women’s water show
team practice.
;
8:30 p.m. M-P Room ‘Modern Dance Performance’”’ Mad River
Dance Co-op.

and uplifting. We are immediately aware of the
main characters; complete lack of discretion
when we, with the maid, watch M. and Mme.
Senechal, half-dressed, craw] down the side of
their house and into the bushes to make love,
while their guests await them inside. Or, when
the chauffeur is invited in for a martini so that

the guests may see how not to drink a martini.

Humboldt vs. Stanf

i

will react. Thus the dream sequences of the three
male friends are significant because the dreams
themselves put tremendous pressure on the
characters: pressure which hopefully will
squeeze the dreamers out of their blissful ignorance. Bunuel doesn’t stop there; their bourgeois

life itself becomes a troubled sleep which is
interrupted constantly
by incredible and violent
forces from the outside: the military, the police,
and murderers.
But even these forces are not enough to alter

the movementof the characters’ walk down
smoothly paved road. Bunuel senses that
bourgeoisie
will persist. But he wants to have
pleasure of destroying them, at least in

the
the
the
his

ation, which even has its own irony.
1, his appetite unvanquished, his face

i
Ra

innocent,
clings tenaciously to his ability
to keep

to be perfectly proper;

eating in the face of death, as though that, at last,

but their propriety is

mere form.

We see then that these characters, the bour-

geoisie, will continue, unconscious of their own

PME

Free spirit
by Janet Jones

=

Senior, art

Woman was created to be free.
This week’s festival is woman’s

See this movie at the Minor Theater from Feb.
6-9

Saiiaiiese0
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Perspectives
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attempt to sever the strings of : An

opinion

page

open

to

%“

all

bondage and at last fly freeinthe <
breeze. Today, much emphasis z= The perspectives page is reserved for opinion matter from anyon
has been placed on physical lib- ‘“sabout
anything. Opinions expressed are those of the author and notes
erty: equal ee
rights, 8,
release

from

oom
* °6,
° "e,
e28.
e

xo ecessarily of The Lumber jack or Humboldt State University. Writ-

matter may be up to 250 words in length. typed and doublebeing a bored housewife. Yet, I fen
spaced. Deadline is Friday before publication. Libelous. tasteless or
would suggest that these attempts ssoverlength material may not be published.
fall short unless we first consider
liberation of the spirit.

new staf

SSSR tetededeteteteteeetedeteiededetetetetetetetateteieteetetetetetgegagetigegeges

We want to be independent
women. If only we could see that
this self-satisfaction is truly our
bondage. As a Christian woman, I
have finally come to understand

who I was created to be. I should
never have fought against God’s
flowing current. God created
woman as a companion and
helper to man. Man is to leave his
parents and cleave to his wife;
and they will be one flesh.
A virtuous woman opens her
mouth with wisdom; and in her
tongue
is the law of kindness. She
seeks to please others, yet her
strength is drawn from God.
There is no virtue in rebellion.
Search the scriptures. Jesus
Christ is the liberator of all mankind. He did not compare man
against woman, but
etrated
straight to the heart. He was not
selective of his company, but
changed lives. Real liberty surpasses our efforts to do it on our
own. I am not against woman’s
rights, but if we are truly sincere,
we must start at the source.

:
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m ‘“‘Women’s Studies Town Hall

Noon Sequoia Plaza “Skit” directed by Gabriela Castelan.
One p.m. FH 128 ‘Feminist Orators” slide presentation by SC 180
(Rhetoric of Women’s Liberation).
One p.m. Minor Theater “Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the:
Moon Marigolds’’ .
Two p.m. FH 128 “Women and the Media”’ panel discussion by Dr.
;
Sherilyn Bennion and Karen Vertin, student. _
Three p.m. FH 128 ‘“‘Women in Viet Nam” slide presentation.
8:40 and 11:40 p.m. Minor Theater “Effect of Gamma Rays on
Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds.
Saturday, Feb. 9
“Women’s Intercollegiate Basketball’
10:30 a.m. East G

gnaw away at the forms, to pull the rug out from
under the characters, and to show us how they

We are watching those who consider themselves

Eight p.m. 2 a.m. “Children’s Center Benefit” Jambalya Freddie
and the Starliners and others.
8:40 p.m. Minor Theater “The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-inthe-Moon Marigolds”’.
Friday, Feb. 8
Nine a.m. -noon JGC Seminar

is master

allows connections and makes the film successful, if not profound. Bunuel’s irony is funny

sexual freedom and

Festival schedule
of Corrections,” Councilman Dick

the film, yet Bunuel

enough to give the viewers a perspective which

eed, aggressiveness and manliness is punished in women.

Chesler is absolutely right. But the inverse of that problem is just as
damaging and just as real a concern. Passivity, womanliness, is
punished in men. Sex-role alienation is what this is all about, not just
women and madness.

within

immoralities,
vulgarities, abuses and likenesses
to the lower social classes, as long as their forms
(I am speaking here of manners and material
wealth) do not collapse around them, leaving
them naked and aware. It is Bunuel’s task to

OF SOCIAL RELATIONS
interdisciplinary
social science journal
bi-annually
$3-year--individuals
$6-year--institutions

$2 single copy

original research

~

available

local bookstores

of 211 ‘Adm.’ Bldg.

judy A. Sheppard

Lately, HSU has pesatoleae’ by new administrators—a new president, a new head librarian, a new bookstore manager.
In fact, last week it was necessary for the Lum!

ack to send
one

tions
to the adreporter to simultaneously interview two new
ministrative staff: Arnold N. Nokuous, $24,000-a-year viceon
of continuing campus disorientation, and Laver (NMI) Tory,
$2.15-per-hour-plus-tips administrator in charge of changing the
rolls in the campus’ sanitary facilities.
LJ: Well, Mr. Nokuous, what brings you to Humboldt?

NOKUOUS: The beauty of the area, the friendly people and-or the
chance to work closely with students.
LJ: Mr. Tory?

TORY: They offered me a job.
LJ: And what do you think of this Humboldt weather so far?
NOKUOUS: Well, heh! heh! It sure keeps ev
green.
TORY: Are you kidding?
I had to call a water taxi to get to work.
Did it met rain every
day for two months?!
LJ: And how do you feel about student participation?
NOKUOUS: I feel very strongly about an
ere. Student participation is one of the fine things. I w
want to endorse
anything that is supportive of the academic mission. At least they
should go to class.
TORY:
I never worry about student participation in my line of
work. They participate all the time.
LJ: I understand you have a lovely home with a view here in
Arcata, Mr. Nokuous.
NOKUOUS: People in Los Angeles would pay a million dollars for
a view like mine.
TORY: Only they don’t because the view is in Humboldt county.
LJ: Do you have any special hobbies such as g;
?
NOKUOUS: Oh yes, I’m really into gardening. It’s very ae.
TORY: Sure, I can’t wait to wade on out to oe
plant
something. What would = under four inches of water?
LJ: What else are you
ing forward to in the way of entertainment?

NOKUOUS: There are so many things to do in a community like
this. There’s .. ah ..
TORY: I occasionally walk downtown to watch the birds fly over
Mena.
LJ:
What do you feel about the arts?
NOKUOUS: I am very charitable and have great affection towards the arts.
TORY: Who are the Arts?
LJ: One last question, gentlemen: How do you feel about
cna
relationships?
NOKUOUS: I think
all aspects of the community need a voice.
This is a
ee
I am very high on working together for the
good of the institution.
TORY: I’m just very high,
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perchance
fo dream
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Jehovah's Witnesses turn to Bible in final days
‘Education is far less i

the Bible since we are living in the final days,”
said John Wilkinson, one of several local
Jehovah’s Witnesses who recently engaged in a
mailing campaign to HSU dorms.
Dorm residents received envelopes marked
“‘occupant’’ about two weeks ago containing literature with the caption, ‘‘Has Religion Betrayed
God and Man?”
Dormitory mailroom clerk Chris Stutzka reported that more than 500 ( about half) were either

returned to the mailroom to be sent back or were
thrown away in the mailroom trashcan.
- Inthe mailed og

When his third grade son is harrassed at school,
he reads to his son from the Bible and explains the
persecution.
Other Witnesses find worse persecution than
the Wilkinson family. In one case a New York
Witness was
to death in a
Hall,
the Jehovah’s Witness house of
. In the
African nation of Malawi the government has aleee
of Witnesses and many have
been
killed there.
!
<< ce jon “Jesus said the persecution will

for the mailing is that the university prohibits
soliciting
in the dorms. So far, said
Wilkinson,
there have been no responses other than the
“‘Lumberjack.”’
Asked why Witnesses refuse to salute the flag,
Wilkinson answered, ‘‘Which flag would Jesus salute? Under Jesus we’re all brothers
and sisters.”
A Witness will obey
laws
as long as
they don’t conflict with God’s word, Wilkinson
said. A Witness, for example, will not work for a
company that produces war machinery.
He said many of his people have
quit jobs when
they find the job conflicts with
God’s word.

t than studying

get

Neither Wilkinson’s nor his wife’s families will
discuss the ‘‘truth’’ with them since their conversion about a year and a half ago, said Wilkinson.

yey Witnesses decry other

religions for what they view as ‘“‘hypocrisy,’’
‘support of perversions,’’ and ‘‘support of war
and bloodshed.”’
John Wilkinson, an Arcata resident in his late

Witnesses, who, Wilkinson said, have made the.
ministry ‘‘the most important part of our lives.’’
“‘We’re all ministers obeying the command of
Jesus,” Wilkinson said, adding that the mailing
program is one form of that ministry. The reason

foods

highlighted

seven

member panel discussion on nutrition presented at HSU last Wednesday.
“It’s time for the American
public to come to grips with what

they’re doing to their bodies,’’
said Joel Rondon,

| MORTHTOWN

discusses
a

half-owner of

Whole Earth Foods.
According to Rondon, the public
is being robbed of the knowledge

needed
to maintain a healthy
body. He said the information is

not available on a large enough

scale.
If the saying that, ‘‘we are what
we eat,” is valid, the American

retarded, Magladry said.
“Don’t attempt a vegetarian
diet until you have thoroughly
studied it,’’ Magladry said. ‘‘A
health.”

se)

National trend
Richard Hanson, professor of

sociology at HSU, has been rethe national

health

movement on a three year grant.
While traveling around the country, he has experienced a health
optimising program taking place.
e basic movement is food.

Thousands of health food stores

are now operating in the United

“Treating your children to ice
cream is like treating them to

nificance,’ Hanson added.

poison,’’ Phillips said.

There is no requirement to list

the contents on ice
lips said packaged
not largely made
Rather, it is made

cream. Philice cream is
from cream.
mostly from

synthetics.
Synthetics essential
However, Yiu H. Hui, professor

of economics at HSU, commented

that synthetics are essential in

packaged food.
‘‘Companies are selling products that must keep, so chemi-

cals must be added,”’

Evelyn
Wunderlich,
home
economics advisor for UC Davis

extension program, encouraged
organic gardening. Wunderlich
warned, although, the misuse of
pesticides is most common in organic gardening. Wunderlich said
she is trying to break away from

convenience food.
‘Healthy food can be bought in
a supermarket,”’ she said. ‘‘However, food made from raw products is more healthy.”
Vegetarian interests
Rondon’s wife, Kay, also served
on the panel. She said she became
a full vegetarian after ——
a
personal investigation of f
value. Ms. Rondon found beef to
be of poor quality.
‘“‘The cows are being shot with
chemicals for fattening,’’
Rondon said.

Ms.

The vegetarian obtains amino

acids and protein from beans,
grains, nuts, and seeds. Ms. Rondon emphasized that a vegetarian

diet does not consist only of vegetables. She said that discovering
all the new foods is exciting.
Barbara Magladry, dietician

for the Mad River Community
Hospital, warned that dangers do
exist by existing on a complete
vegetarian diet. Due to a vitamin
deficiency, some children of veg-

Humboldt Independent News
Country

is claimed that diseases are
cured on a regular basis in
Soviet Union and some Eurocountries through fasting,’’

anson said. ‘‘When

—"

and preserved in the mind of Jet-

hren Phillips, proprietor of Whole
Earth Foods.

“It
being
the
n

balanced diet is essential for

States. The health movement has
not only helped individuals physically and mentally, but has added

public is processed, packaged,

given the

Magladry

students

enter

a class

course title, instructor’s name
and
general content of course

found in the HSU handbook.
An evaluation handbook, compiling student evaluations of
courses and instructors, may be
valuable to students who want
more information before complet-

ing their class schedules.
“The Student Legislative Council (SLC) is now in the process of
instigating such a handbook,”’
said ASB President Becky Aus.
Tim Mallory, chairman of Uni-

versity Affairs, originally took on
the responsibility.
He said, ‘‘It used to be called

‘Big Brother’ but that title has
since been scratched. It sounded
too ominous.”’

Rich Ramirez, chairman of

Academic Affairs Committee,
has taken over the job. He referred to the forthcoming handbook
as a ‘‘Faculty Evaluation.”

Ramirez explained, ‘‘The whole

fe

as

ram is already on computer;

been since 1963. What we now

have to find out is if the 1963 os.
ram is still applicable today. If
not, a complete new res will
have to be worked
out which
would be a mess.”
Positive thing

“The evaluation handbook will
be a positive thing,’’ said Ramirez. ‘‘The instructor will
evaluate himself’ and his course
and students will do the same.”
The tentative sample question-

Review

Akwesasne Notes
New York Review of Books

Public awareness
Also directed at the panel was
the question of whether the body

American Poetry Review

tempted under medical supervision.

has the ability to learn naturally
what is needed to retain health.

National Lampoon
Telos

. 1604

“Inter-sensitivity can be developed,’’ Hanson said. “It is a

o public is learning to eat healier.

G

St., Arc.

HUMBOLDT

part of the quest for optimal

health.”

Faculty evaluation handbook
to provide guide to classes
knowing nothing more than the

&

ous to a person’s health if not at-

creased
public awareness concerning what they eat. Due to this,

means for better health received

Life

Humboldt
Journal of Social Relations

com-

During a question and answer
period, the question of fasting as a
comment from the panel.

Chess

mented, fasting would be danger-

Wunderlich felt that a person
must be trained to eat properly.
It was agreed upon by the panel
that the health movement has in-

—

’

Fak

However,

Women

Artforum

the body can purify it-

a spiritual thrust to their lives,
Hanson said.
“Food is now of symbolic sig-

Many

PERIODICALS Now IN STOCK

nutrition

etarians have been born mentally

searching

to

‘ them into the church.”’ Wilkinson said. ‘“You simply cannot compromise with God.’’

Warn against synthetics

Hamilton
foods and health

hope we're strong
enough

the Bible backward from the fall of Babylon.’’
Jehovah’s Witness was not founded, but in 1873
returned Christianity to the teachings of Jesus,
Wilkinson said, adding that the Trinity Doctrine
(Father, Son, and Holy Ghost) was one of the
many tenets added to early Christianity ‘‘without
God’s nj abl
“Such
holidays as Christmas and Easter com...» Primised with existing Pagan religions to draw

glove salesman. The Wilkinsons are among
1,800,000 worldwide and 120 Arcata Jehovah's

by Nancy
Fad diets, fad

just

evolutionists think,’’ Wilkinson said. ‘‘I can trace

twenties, supports his wife and young sons as a

Panel

worse. I

withstand it.’’
‘“‘Man’s existence on the Earth traces back to
only about 6,000 years, contrafy to what

Rolling Stone

JAZZ SOCIETY

Tue 6-9 am “Jazz-Rock Fortress” with Dave Lynch
Tue 9 pm-12 am “Just Jazz” with Gary V.

Wed 12-3 pm “Mostly Jazz” with John Graves
Wed 6-9 pm “Voice of Jazz’ with Wayne Thompson

Fri 9 pm-12 am “Cold Duck Time” with Ted Chodar

Sat 6-9 pm

“Listening Booth’ with Jeff Booth

naire will have a rating of one
(low) to five (high). Ramirez
added, ‘‘Along with this will be a
synopsis. Students can add a short
statement about an instructor and
his class.”’

SLC will have to pay acomputer
center employee or someone else
to run the program through the
computer.

“It'll take some manpower to

et this program underway,’’ said
irez. ‘‘Hopefully, Humboldt

will have such a handbook by next »
spring-—if not, by next fall.’
Other campus books
U.C. Berkeley has an evalua-

tion handbook available to students. The program is called
‘Slate,’ and has no rating system. Students fill out a questionnaire voluntarily.

Slate reads, ‘‘We are not using
the A - F grading system on this

a fa

uestionnaire because most of us

eel it is inaccurate, unduly competitive and as unsatisfactory in
grading faculty as it is grading
students.”
Slate’s questionnaire asks
about instructors teaching, main
topics covered, what grade is

based on, quantity of reading and
value of course.
Such a program

as Berkele

has may not be feasible for’ a college the size of Humboldt because
manpower

is lacking.

A com-

puterize program is feasible for

holdt and hopefully, will soon

be available to students who don’t
like to take a stab in the dark.

|
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and a lot of enthusiasm must be
involved in order to march ankle
deep in mud across a football
field, or to read music while the

rain runs through your flute. I’m
, sorry the author missed our performance at Chico State in October, where we sat in Humboldtstyle rain and marched through
the mud there, too. Chico enjoyed
us, especially their Majorettes,
who performed to our music, because Chico’s band was, if you will
excuse

my

chicken-shit to
Or
perhaps

have

immaturity,

too

play in the rain.
the author would

one of the rest of the

crowd who left at the end of the
Homecoming
game
Davis, not even staying

the trucks and carriers on route.

The 1970 Postal Reorganization
Act made the U.S. Postal Service
a semi-independent agency,
under the executive branch of the
federal government, to provide
postal service and mandated to
eventually
become _ selfsupported.
—
» 4
.

I

read

an

article

in

Send for your up-to-date, 1
a
mail wee catalog. Encioas $1.06
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

to. If we didn't behave the way we
do, we’d be backing up Merv
Griffin, or worse yet, heaven
forbid, impersonating Fleetwood
Mac.

But seriously, there were a
couple
of things in the letter that I
want to talk about. There was one
“gross”

cheer,

and

it

didn’t

contain half the words the writer
(whoever he or she may be) all
too plainly referred to. It was also
said after the game was over and
most of the people had already

left the gym.

The

fact that

only.

adequate

resource

available.

Please extend my sincere thanks
and deep appreciation to all of

Marching Lumberjack. It’s hard
to say, but
I think a big factoris
an extreme enthusiasm and-or
spirit. Sometimes this spirit is

your community concerned.

Gene Cox, Sheriff
County of Humboldt

7 G. Bradley Barnes O.D.

Optometrists
in Arcata

@® MASSAGE
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BUBBLES *,

‘Send the FTD
|
LoveBundle and the
Extra Touch’ of

Joie de Fleur’ perfume.
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"ae

9 o.m.-12 p.m.
4th end Hi Sts.

HUTCHINS
1644 G St.

assistance

When the occasion demands it is
comforting to know there is an

budget is a whole nother story,
and I don’t want to get into that
right now.
So what makes someone be a

oe

HUTCHINS and FOURTH ST.

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
research

invaluable service to all concerned.

eee

not news. We have an image to
maintain. A reputation to live up

8 e.m.-10 p.m.

Our research material is sold for

rates special merit. Their was an

four new tubas. Not to mention
numerous other instruments that
are needed. But anyway, the

912 Tenth St,

rude and gross. That, I would like
to point out, was an article and

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
CALIF.IF. 90025
LOS

a good tuba, and we need three or

newspaper
referring
to the
Marching Lumberjacks as being

4th Street
$2.75 per page

Mike Tedeschi, in locating the

your

oad Liguers
Thousands of Topics

and

body of the victim of this tragedy

a

The carriers must deliver, so

junk mail, or advertising, gives
them something to put into the
boxes and that mail helps pay for

times bigger than ours. After we

‘James R. Barnes 0.D.

The personnel from my

Department had nothing but
praise for those of your community with whom they worked. The
dedication and perseverance of
our four skin divers, Mike
ra Charles Long, Tad Smith

pay our director $600, we have
$700
left to run the band on for the
whole year. It costs over $700 for

Freshman, Wildlife

Band defense

Lagoon.

a

Bul mails are ari instrument to
defray costs of services provided
at a loss, he said.

love the band as a group, despite
the chants, because of the stunts,
and I love the individuals. as well.
AndreaJ. Minor,

I

conditions, broken and outdated

equipment, and an SLC that has
cut our budgetby 50 per cent over
the past two years. The Davis
band has a budget well over ten

NE

provided.

destroyed by being a member.

I wish to extend my apprecia-

tion to the students and faculty of
California State University,
Humboldt, who aided in the
search and rescue tragedy at Big

fh

services

the first time.
I speak strictly for myself, as an
individual in the band, but I don’t
feel my image as an individual is

Letter of thanks

mem

“I hear lots of questions about
what some
call junk
mail,” said the ad, “I tell them
there’s no such thing. What they
don’t realize is how much this
mail does for everybody.”
In an interview last week Postmaster Houle explained the
Postal Service viewpoint.
“Third-class
mail
(advertising) helps pay for firstclass mail,” he said. When people
send first-class mail they are
asked to address it properly and
place a zip code on it. People
don’t always do this. This delays
the mailing process and postal
properly
employees
must
dispatch the mail.
Advertising bulk mailers (junk
mail) is required to be zip coded
and pre-sorted. The advertisers,
said Houle, have mail rooms
where mail is divided and sorted
into specific routes for carriers,
eliminating any handling by
postal employees.
“This qualifies them for a
reduced postal rate,” he said,
“and it saves us money.”
Saves money

equal

for

Denny Schweitzer
sophomore, music

=r

quote was attributed to Postmaster Alfred R. Houle, Eureka. . must

as members

are the Marching Lumberjacks,
and our spirit is about all we have
left after budget time.

When she’s there
and gh here
and it’s Valentine's Day,
send her the FTD
LoveBundle Bouquet
—tender blossoms
and a satin
heart sachet with a
capsule of FTD's
exclusive new

anaes

mail.”
That statement appeared in the
Times-Standard late last month
atop a three quarter page ad
from the U.S. Mail Service. The

Postal Service is mandated by
Congress to provide service
every day, said Houle. “We
deliver to every city, town and
hamlet in the United States every
day. The cost is astronomical to
our revenue. To break even, and
to provide services, our revenue

ving women

So, like I said, if someone is
offended, that’s too bad, but we

on

"

by Bea Andrade
*s no such thing as junk

the Alma Mater.
The Marching
Lumberjacks and the Marching
Aggies stayed for nearly two
hours in a type of song contest,
each side ye fo a song for the
other, until
the Marching Lumberjacks ran out of music.
e feeling behind all this is not
malicious, if the author saw the
half time basketball game between the bands. Davis may differ
in style, but there’s a feeling
shared between the two bands, a
crelaneen rawaen afeeling
ig
a
orming
p, or the feeling they share of

Marching

=

Junk mail is your friend

against
to hear

is what makes the
Lumberjacks unique.

oO

Rodney Ernst, senior natural resources major, digs
through a garbage can at the Arcata Post Office. ‘’|
regularly sift through the junk mail everyone leaves
behind” he said. ’’A lot of it never gets opened.’ He
said he finds many interesting catalogues this way.

suffused in the form of a gross
cheer, but if you restrict a gross
cheer, you’re restricting the
spirit of the band. And that spirit

someone was offended is regrettable; however, I don’t intend to
apologize. The cheer was the
result of an old gross-out contest
between the two bands which was
started several years ago by the
Davis band.
I guess the best thing to do is to
tell you a little about the people in
the band, and then maybe you'll
understand.
For football season, the MLJ’s
have three rehearsals a week,
each one two hours long, plus a
three hour rehearsal on Saturdays. After football season,
things aren’t quite so busy, but
we still put in a lot of time with
little or no reward. (I’m referring
mainly to academic credit.) We
have to put up with bad rehearsal

(Continued from page 4)
some of our half-time shows during football season. Some pride

§&

fume, Joie det
eur.. Call or visit your
FTD Florist today. He can
send your flowers across the
street or across the country.

C2

Usually available for less §42°°
“As an independent businessman, each
FTD Member Florist sets his own prices,
lorists’
Tr;

,

“Your Extra Touch Florist”

Birth control and extermination painless
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Homeless animals spend last hours in shelters
by Susan Grove
Ten thousand are born every
—_ and nearly a quarter-million
a day.
These figures estimated by the
U.S. Humane Society

of et US.

refer
to the number
ies and
kittens born daily in this country.
About 90 million dogs and cats
are born each year. Even with 48
million families in the United
States, it is obvious that many

these animals will never
homes

of

find

at bese red sight an this
people trying
ve away pu
pies or kittens. Unfortunately, the
number of animals is usually
ater than the number of
takers. The animals that never
oe
ae and even some of
e ones that do, often end up in
animal control shelters where
they are exterminated.
About 13.3 million dogs and cats
are destroyed annually in private
and public shelters at a cost approaching $100 million, according
to the Modern Veterinary Practice Journal of March, 1973.
The Humboldt County Animal
Control Shelter has equally startling statistics.
“We get between 400 and 500
dogs a month,”’ Animal Congrol
Supervisor Sid Miller said in a recent interview, ’’and all but 40 or
50 of them are destroyed.”’
In the quarterly (July, August,

palsy
Bean Bore

September) report for the entire

su

and Arcata,

ler said that 1,643

in had been impounded and
1,39
destroyed
“‘We put
them in a decompression chamber,’’ he said. “‘
lose consciousness in 20 seconds
and die within a minute.”’

The shelter is legally required
to hold dogs for 72 hours, ‘‘but
after that we’ve got to keep
thinned

be for years, custreting and
po polos Sree
erases
owners have,” said Dr. Lawrence H. Winterer, veterinarian
and co-owner of Eureka Veteri-

pe

Hospital, in a recent inter-

view.

erinary Medicine last June said

that ‘under optimal conditions,
up to4,400 offspring can be attributed to one female dog in seven
years.
‘And figures on cats, which reproduce at an unbelievable rate,

are even more frightening,’’ the
article continued.

Because of the prolific nature of

animals, veterinaries, animal
control shelters and humane

societies urge people to have their

animals de-sexed so that they can

not reproduce.

“Until some kind of
pet birth
control is developed, which won’t

:

ae Apagh
a
relative
oer simple
operation
ormed oe feutie
animals which involves removal
of the ovaries and uterus. Besides

providing pet population control,

Spaying reduces

The overabundance of animals
in both Humboldt County and the
United States results in large part
from the ae
of owners in letting
their pets breed.
The Journal of American Vet-

the chance of

uterine infections.
3
a female
has no
harmful
side effects,’’
Winterer
said. ‘‘Bitches
tend to gain
the og but not if the owner feeds
the
carefully.’’
For male cats or dogs, castrating is an even simpler procedure.
The testicles are removed, causing less risk of kidney infections, a
common ailment of cats.
Castrated cats also show a pronounced decline in objectionable
behavior such as fighting, roaming and urine spraying, according
to a survey last August in the
Journal of American Veterinary
Medicine.
Winterer said despite the advantages of the operation, people

10 participating foreign universities.
Dr. John Hennessy, dean of continuing education said applica-

tions to all foreign countries, except the United
Kingdom, are
open until Feb.

15. UK

applica-

tions closed Jan. 7.
“Overseas study is an opportun-

ity to groove on a different culture,’’ said Hennessy.

Eligibility includes a grade
point average of 2.5, completion of
90 quarter or 60 semester units, or

attainment of graduate standing

and apne

proficiency where

required.

Ability to speak the language is
required in France, Germany,

Mexico and Spain. Two years of
college study will usually satisfy
the requirement and intensive
language labs are conducted four
to six weeks before actual in-class

instruction
“The

begins.

serious

student

with

a

strong academic objective is a
good candidate for the International Programs,’’ said Hennessy.
Initial selections are made by
screening committees

at all 19

California State University and
College (CSUC) campuses and
final approval is made by a
statewide selection board in Los
Angeles. Consideration is based
on student transcripts, faculty recommendations and personal interviews. Students selected for
the 1974-75 academic year will be
notified Apr. 1.
Of the 21 HSU students who applied last year, 17 are now over-

SUMMER

JOBS

Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED
envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY....
THIS STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM HAS BEEN

REVIEWED BY

THE FEDERAL FRADE COMMISSION

seas. To date, 17 have applied
from this campus for next year’s
program.
‘‘The social sciences and
humanities

outnumber

the sci-

ences and businessinterests. That
is because the foriegn curricula
favor ee
in those areas,
but efforts are being made to
specialize certain

areas

of in-

terest in different countries,” said

Hennessy.

The cost of the program is determined by the country
and the
student’s individual lifestyle.
Personal

costs

usually

range

from $2500 to $3900 and the state
pays for the tuition and other instructional expenses of the student overseas.

have it performed on
“They say it costs
and they don’t want
with nature,’ he said.

their pets.
too much,
to interfere
‘‘Men have

travel costs.

Transportation to the study centers are made by International
Programs. It also attempts to
house students in dorms, with

families or in boarding houses.
Students accepted for the prog-

tween $30 and $40 for dogs, deon the size of the animal.
For cats, castra
costs from
=
$18 and from
to $25 for

Some will eat poison and linger

“cea
s
driven byby cold
co and hung er

will seek the warmth of farms or
ranches where they will be driven
away or shot.
The lucky animals
will end up in
control shelters.
"
There they will be offered a

S

Recommended ages
Veterinarians
recommend
female animals be at least six

months old and males at least nine
months old before the operations
are performed.

their own pets, people can
the burden of unwanted animals.

And that burden is growing. A

bowl of Friskies, a drink of water

and a last chance at living before
they are loaded into the decompression chambers, and their
empty cages are filled with
another truckload of unwanted
animals.

Union Town Square
(next to Safeway)
Open Six Days A Week

22-6545

volves a general broadening of.
one’s horizons,” said Hennessy.
While overseas, students ma
need further information and
ad-

vice and resident faculty direc-

tors are available. Dr. Cornelius
H. Siemens, ex-HSU President, is
currently part-time faculty director for England.
“Any survey conducted on
those students who had been in-

many, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the
Republic of China, Spain, Sweden
and the United Kingdom to choose
from, a student could study overseas, maintain state campus residency, earn credits and gain an

for afew

good college
men.

invaluable experience.

Attention is your
RENT TOO HIGH??
Mid-City Recreational Vehicles

has a trailer just right
for

ne ore =
s,
costs
aad
for cats and be-

“Overseas study is a fine oppor-

in their education,’’ said Hennessy.
With Denmark, France, Ger-

and travel insurance and vacation

have been “‘fixed”’.

In a
nary
tocar Oi

tunity as a matter of general
i
terest and there is nobetter way of
learning a foreign language. It in-

round-trip

transportation, health

they

study.

volved in the program would indicate that their overseas experience had been a high water mark

and personal expenses. The student is also responsible for

the lives aoe pithy sagen 4
‘Animals
tend to be more content
to stay home and not to roam after

Humane Society pamphlet
ts
out that at this moment, acae
more than 15 million homeless
dogs and 25 million homeless cats.
Thousands of these animals
were
by the roadside
where they will oo
die <
over-exposure or be crushed
neath car wheels.

ram are eligible to apply for any
financial aid available at their
home campus, except work-

board, home campus fees, books

The student pays for room and

-ups over having a male cat
castr ated. M
“Actual:
are

use many excuses why they won’t

Foreign study program open

by June Yandell
Achance to study overseas is an
opportunity available to students
at HSU and could include an
academic year studying at one of

or

$100 for each month of the school year. It’s like a
$900 annual scholarship. If
ify,
ne
eee
a
ae
ee
Leaders Class.

Youll age be snaging 2 Mamins <lines ore.
summer training at

aie

Tae

mission

Talk to the Marine officer who visits your

campus.

you.

Most of the time, your monthly payments will be less than the rent you are
aying now. You will also own something '
or your efforts.
We give a discount to college students
with 8 units or more.
Call 443-7311 ext. 41 and ask for Colleen

looking
Ny
:
PLACE:
TIME:

The Marines
are
aiew good

i
“BRUAR \y
OUTSIDE STUDENT

9:00 am - 3:90

.. TELEPHONE § :

°"(4

.

CENTER

p
4
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Sex counseling begun

Tons
of beans

If you’ve suddenly
come to the
startling realization that ‘Love
will conquer all” is only a myth,
center may have
the counseling

Student trucks to S.F.
orders, they must pay in cash, so
accounts
must be kept current.
This is harder on small stores
they don’t have the
fee to work
with.”
United Naturals
has a plan in
the works to go public and sell
shares of stock, Silvey said.
want to involve the

i

:

of the Redwoods,”he said. “At

to

get

more

basis with co-counselors Darlene
Morel and Terry McCarthy.

discussed
with one couple are

ve
and increased
ati
living,
cooper
communication, is scheduled to

begin
this evening.
Counseling of

a

couple’s

specific problems will be done in
a group setting on a one-to-one

PAC) a Chak}
cording
to Silvey.
“The stores tie up their capital.
Instead of being billed for the

about in response to the energy
crisis and increasing food

trucking, Silvey said:
“Oh
yes. I sleep most of Satur-

Pane

CM S010 0

day.”

On The Plaza, Arcata

ear after year,
semester after

semester, the

CollegeMaster’
from Fidelity
Union Life has
been the most

accepted, most
popular plan on
campuses all

over America.
Bruce Silvey, independent trucker and graduate of
HSU, sits inside his 1973 truck. He said one fill up of
150 gallons of gasoline will take him to San Francisco
and back. The trip takes 10 hours each way.

CLASSIFIED!!
FOR

ces

RENT

Rooms for rent. Large unfurnished
3 bedroom,
2 bath house in Eureka
renting sleeping rooms. $75-month,
Females only, no pets. Deposit,
references required. 442-3724 days.

Salmon roe-large eggs; good price.

NEW

442-8510. Get them while they last.

LAND!

Bundy Clarinet.
$80. 443-8969.

Good

Condition

ON

SHIPS! No experience required.
Excelient pay. Worldwide travel.

Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX

Port

Dept.

15-8

Angeles,

P.O.

Box

Washington

2049,

96362.

|

NEW

If you paid for

ZEA.

a Lumber.

jack subscription and expect it to
be sent to
New Zealand, please
contact the Lumberjack office 8263271. Your

subscription cannot be

mailed as requested.

HELP WANTED
MENY—WOMEN!JOBS

ZEALAND!

Will pay $3.50 for U.S. silver
dollars. Cail Fred, 677-3332.

ARCATA
INSTITUTE
FOR
GROUP ANALYSIS. Individual or
group

aurea,
FLIGHTS-CHARTERS-Low

Winship Travel, 988 Corbett
94131. 415-826-0072 & 826-4217.

Cost-

SF

LOST:

for
| canis.
Hoone terid

treatment

622-5312.

Hawaiian

surfing

trunks

and towel. Near B St., Jan. 27, 4:00
p.m. Reward: costof replacement,

$8.00. Contact 677-3905 or 677-0103.

FOR SALE
‘57 Va ton V-@ rebuilt Chevy pickup.

445-0117, best offer.

SALE or TRADE Violin, bow and
case $125 or trade for 35mm
camera

body

or

screw-on

mount

tens(es) of equal vatue.. Borovich, . .

680 Murray
Eves.

Rd.,

McKinleyville,
pene

LESLIE

VANDERMOLEN,

Freshwater, Come to Bubbies and

9. a

et your free 8-0z. bubble bath

1

choice ‘of scents). .Bubbles
H St. Arcata.

Find out why.
Call the
Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster’
Field Associate

in your area:

HSU wrestler eyes American, Olympic titles
by
Silveri
Now that the Humboldt State wrestling
season is drawing to a close, many of the
gra lers are thinking ahead to the NCAA

know about his desire.’’ Cheek added, ‘‘If
he wants it, he can get it.”
Van Worth indicated the second AllAmerican division rating is not that im-

lege Division Nationals.

portant tohim.

This competition is
ially on the
mind of heavyweight Bill Van Worth. The
6’ 4’’, 285-pound Van Worth has his eye on
capturing an All-American rating in the
nationals to be held in Fullerton, Calif.,

""Elaityany colhiges
colleges w willbe

com)

_To get a chance
to compete fora na-

tional championship, Van Worth would
have to place in the top three at the Fullerton competition. Should he do this, he will
advance to the NCAA University Division

peting inin th this

division.
ina
.
“I think Ihave a good chance of winnin
that title,’ Van Worth said, speaking
the college nationals.
“It depends on who wants it the most at

Nationals held in Ames, Iowa in midMarch. Universities of the caliber of the

Big Ten and the Pac-Eight will be competing in this devision.
Number

one

Currently Van Worth is rated the
number one wrestler in the state of
California. The 20-year-old junior physical education major, is also a stand-out
ae

the time,”’ he added.

Coach Frank Cheek said “If Bill is willing to pay the price now in training, he
can win it. He has the ability, but I

—

“‘I’drather
say I am anational champ,”
said Van Worth.

don’t

Los Angeles and San Francisco
areas are
football player for Humboldt. Van Worth
said he is more concerned with a national
sees eine outa
ass falas to pcatiinn
rather than a state rating.
meets
gon these places
actice
for the Olympic trials.’
™
;
Van Worth, who is from Bakersfield
Calif., decided to attend Humboldt State
Van Worth has faced the wrestler who
because the Far Western Conference does
was the back-up man for the United States
not offer athletic schol:
:
in the 1972 Olympic
games. Mac
Van Worth explained, ‘‘I
don’t want to
McCrady,
the
320-pound
Francisco
be under the pressure of a scholarship
State star, was the back-up man.
situation.’’
McCrady, currently regarded as one of
Van Worth indicated it is possible to put
the best wrestlers in the nation, and Van
up to 40 hours a week in wrestling and
that
Worth have met three times this year.
he is under enou
sure
u
Each has won one match.and one
in
with his school ——
“ew
atie. These big men will meet again in the
Beyond his Humboldt
career,
Ce Tournament to be held later
. Van Worth has his eye on com
in the
month.
1976 Olympic games. After he
graduates
Beyond
the
Olympics, Van Worth plans
from HSU next year, Van W:
plans to
take an active role in pr
for the‘76 _ to finish his graduate work at Bakersfield
Olympics. To poe.
an
Worth will § State College. Van Worth is working to§ move back to
ersfield because ‘‘the | ward a teaching-coaching career.
i
, Seeeseeieeteseintressrensetrerscacertetetceaeiaieeterarenrsrargy

:
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Grappler rated top in state, wants win

Men's sports
Wrestling

The wrestling squad won one and lost one this weekend.
However, the team did not win the important one. On Friday, the
’Jacks dropped a close 23-20 conference decision to the Chico State
Wildcats. The next afternoon the ’Jacks got back on the winning
track, beating the Bay Area Naval All-Stars 39-12.
The wrestlers conference record now stands at 3-2 with an 11-4
overall record.
Next weekend, the Lumberjacks will host ‘‘one of the toughest
teams on the West Coast,’’ according to Coach Frank Cheek.

Portland State University will meet H.S.U. in the East gym
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Coach Cheek indicated that this match will have crowd appeal.
“I’ve been trying to schedule Portland State here for the past five
years,’’ Cheek said. ‘‘They are strong at every weight and have a
lot of talented individuals.’’
Basketball

The Humboldt State basketball team suffered two conference
losses over the past weekend.

Friday the ’Jacks were beaten 85-57 by a hot shooting Hayward
State team. The following evening a Humboldt rally fell short as the
’Jacks lost to San Francisco State 73-66.
_ These losses dropped the Lumberjacks to a 4-14 overall and a 1-4

Fencers
performance

Woman

joins male tennis set

by Becky Wren

Following a national trend,
HSU now has a female member on
what was previously an all-male
sports team, tennis.

Robin Minnerly, an 18-year-old

music major, is ranked 11th in
Southern California in the 18 and
under age classification.

The Santa Barbara netter took

up tennis at the age of nine. She
had played for two years when her

family moved to Oregon.

While there, she ‘‘didn’t touch a
racket for three years,’’ but took

up the sport again at 15 after returning to California. She has now

been playing competitively four
years while receiving professional instruction.

According to Minnerly, the lack
of facilities and bad weather conditions at Humboldt don’t bother
her, because she ‘“‘loves the redwoods and out-of-doors.”
j
Her dedication to the sport has
dimmed because of other interests.

‘I’m not as intense as before. In
Santa Barbara, I would go directly from school to the courts,
and play until dark or dinnertime,
whichever

came

first. After a

rest, I ran two miles at
le
and went to
said.
Minnerly also used
tennis ball to class,
pane

mirrors in the dance studio where they
practice.

are able to check their
of wall-sized
by way

night, then
sleep,’’ she

to take a
constantly

| it to develop

strong

wrists. While sitting in class, she
performed isometrics.
“I was constantly on the move,
something of a fanatic,’ she said.
Animportant factor in gaining a
ranking were the hours spent in

-_ Women's

Western Conference, and he ruled
Minnerly could compete.
Minnerly said she was expecting some team resistance to her at

team, 16-50. The B’s also were defeated, 35-47.

Siler mentioned something about

Saturday in the West Gym at 10:30 a.m.

consulted the president of the Far

ing the women’s team, then works
out with the men from 5 p.m. to7

.m.

Minnerly said she didn’t know

until recently she would try out for
the men’s team, coached by Fred
Siler. A conversation with Deike
and her own coach in Santa Barbara convinced her to try.
“I talked to Siler at the end of
the first quarter. He said it was
okay with him. But he wasn’t sure
about the conference rule because
no girl had tried this before,’’ she

first, but there was none. She said

having to pay extra since she

Director Ced

Kinzer

Minnerly

For the first time since 1963
HSU will have intramural touch
football in the form of a completely passing game.
This is described as a noncontact game, with emphasis on
passing and strategy.
Entry blanks are available at
the intramural bulletin board in'

the East Gym. Applications
should be submitted to the Physical Education office by Feb. 15.
Competition begins Feb. 19 in the
Field House and will continue on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings

taking professional lessons. Min.,. .af, ‘Be

8

"¢

1@

beeees

‘The basketball

about that.”’

The tennis team has begun a
round robin tournament to determine

played

rankings.

and

won

Robin

six

game

against Stanford

here

Rate DECREASE for 19 & 20 year old

drivers licensed for three full years.

has

one-set

For example:

matches, not giving up more than
three games per set. She doesn’t
appear to be worried at the pros-

pect of playing a few more.

Counseling

will be played

COLLEGE STUDENT
AUTO INSURANCE

added, ‘‘We’ll see

The Open Door Clinic will
provide draft counseling Thursday afternoons by appointment
and Saturdays from noon to 2

Intramural
football

The women played Chico Saturday. The A’s lost to the top-ranked

would require a private room for
traveling, however.

said.

Athletic

sports

Humboldt State’s women’s basketball team lost to Chico, but
beat Davis in away games played last weekend.
The A’s were victorious over Davis, 36-35. The B squad also won
by a score of 32-27.
’

nerly had three hours’ per week,
compared to an average of half an
hour.
Her schedule is more casual
now. Four or five nights a week,

she assists Evelyn Deike in coach-

eague record.
:
‘
The ’Jacks will be on the road again this weekend facing Cal
State Stanislaus and Cal State Sacramento.

Before

Single
Single
Single
Single

Male Age 20
Male Age 19
Female Age 20
Female Age 19

$88
$88
$70
$70

Now

$59
$65
$53
$57

Above rates are based on
minimum limits of liability,
$500 medical payments
per person and uninsured
motorists protection with
the driver having no more
than one moving violation
and who otherwise qualify.
Reasonable rates for other
qualified students also.
Call or write to see if
you are eligible.

VICKER’S

INSURANCE

2381 Myrtle Ave. Eureka, Ca. 443-1648

os
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(Centinued
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The HSU cost per FTE student
under the governor’s
would be $2,197, higher a
of
because
average
' gtate

budget

everything

tha

mix,” Dobkin said.

said,

cited
the
Al
“gubstantial moneys for capital
higher
for
improvements”
his Jan. 10 budget
in ion
educat
a trusteeage,
he deleted
mess
t for
reques
HSU
approved
of Redwood Manor.
He also cut $97,140 for the HSU
Center for Community Development

Sei

proposal

program

designated

as “services to the
community, Humboldt.”

Indian

unsaleable

In a telephone interview James
Jensen, lobbyist for the board of
trustees, said ‘‘our program
change proposals were unsaleable this year to the department of finance.” He said
Reagan is “holding the line” on
as if Proposition 1, the
limitation plan
iture
expend
last
voters
by
defeated
November, had been passed.
Jensen admitted, however,

he

has not talked with the department of finance about individual
items.

Dobkin

said

‘there

was

no

rationale given for deletion of the

community center item.” He said
finance
of
department
representatives had visited HSU
and

‘“‘indicated

satisfied

it was

they

a

were

worthwhile

project” and would recommend

funding.

“It might have very well been
an effort to balance the total sum
available by simply removing
ooh

Ore

The Center for Community
Dewas to be relocated in
velopment
offices in Redwood
Manor along
with faculty and staff members.
Funds for the center and
of Redwood Manor
were important, Dobkin said,
they are related to each
“because
things
two
. Those
dovetailed, really.”

explaining they might

the deletion of funds for
systemwide programs listed
under program change proposals
including money for faculty

SPR

Mac appearance

Sotetedoteteteteterenecegetenstecesensstetcesestetetstetetetaatets etststatetete LEER

2 p.m.

:

15-16 at Winterland in San Francisco.

New York promoter Howard
Stein Enterprise’s office in New
York,

answering

the

Program

Board’s question as to whether
they had booked the group in
there, replied, “Unfortunately.”
Carol Reed, Stein spokesman,
said the lead singer claimed
laryngitis, but was convinced to
go onstage two hours later. Reed
said the performance lasted only
a half hour, leaving the audience

disappointed.
of Beverly Hills and New York,
representing Fleetwood Mac for
their

American

tour,

racism

represented.

7 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.

cert Thursday night.

Cheney, whose last booking at
HSU was Boz Scaggs in Decemmy
‘‘I express
said,
ber,
s who bought
apologie
to everyone

will

probably sue Cheney as a legal

formality.
probably
Phegley,

Cheney will in turn
sue ATI,” Milton
UPB

chairman,

‘The movie does cause me a lot of pain.”
Gregory Branch, an historian who is concerned
th the black experience, wrote his thesis on
mainly
the film which he has seen several times.
“Each time I see it, it hurts me,”’ he said.

until

it

said.

becomes

a

reality,”’ (in reference to possible
.
ts)
added
forthcoming lawsuiShe
that ATI has instructed its
promoters to advertise the band
as “The New Fleetwood Mac.”
Mick Fleetwood has filed an

injunction,

a

prohibitive

offer,

against the band using his name,
Cheney said.

Phil McDonald, Fleetwood Mac

road manager, refused to talk to

According to Branch, the film was made to promote
bina
sees sanlnest.
soqremre* aoe
the
e film was to bring
purposes
main
o
“One
towhites of the No rth. and the whites of the South
gether,’’ he said.
The film also created an unhealthy imag e of black
people, and “caused blacks to want to justify themselves to white people.”’
After the first release of the movie in 1915, the Ku Klux
the 1870's,
Klan was reinstituted for the first time since

Maureen Murphy, assistant professor of history, said.
sisters
Branch said, nee eee © sgonaine ©
I would

to ewhites for having been heir to a
apologiz
t could create such a film.”
the discussion, an audience member asked.

“Do you really think I believe? If anything, it makesme
empathize with i. I was degraded too.’’
Someone else in the audience complained that ‘‘The
film has put us into roles. It’s put white people to take
sides. It’s forced black People into roles.”’

Lumberjack reporters.
Paul Martinez, who identified
himself as a group member since
September, said he didn’t know
the group had been booked as the
original Fleetwood Mac.
A man who identified himself
as Fleetwood Mac’s sound man
for 4 years said that both John
and Chris McVie permanently
quit the group long ago and added, ‘‘Mick flipped out,” possibly
referring to the nervous

break-

down Mick Fleetwood suffered
last November, cancelling that
American tour.

most
she was upset
i
Janis Frank, a BSU
by the lack of publicity the film received. Though posters were made, none indicated the film’s racial content

said the film was brought to HSU at the reMi
quest of one history student who had seen it advertised
in a film catalogue for $27.
to see
“It was simply the curiosity of one individual
what
it was like,’ she said.
The student, Steve McCollum, a senior history major,
stood up at the back of the room.
“T wanted to see the movie,” he said. ‘‘The history
t was dragged into this.”’
g ridiculous.
a little
is gettin
“This whole damn
be able to see
to
film,
the
see
to
able
be
to
nice
it
Isn't
peoin 1915? I’m just sa:
le were
what
ple should be able to see t, rs aea

ednesday
FESTIVAL—Women’s Festival, through Saturday.
EXHIBIT—Faculty exhibit. Sculpture by John
Buck and printsby Michael Bravo. Main Gallery,
until Feb. 22.
EXHIBIT—The World of Weaving. Nelson Hall
:
Gallery.
will be
PRESENTATION—“Women in WWII’
woman
first
the
of
one
Chaffey,
sed
by Kay
discus
pilots for the U.S. Gov’t. and Sue McCue, a senior
who has researched gov’t. propaganda regarding
the hiring and firing of women in WWII Founder’s Hall Aud.
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR—Prof. Charles M. Stuart
speaking on ‘Forensic Medicine and Toxicology.”
Sci. 133.

SLC—Student Legislative Council meets in Nelson
Hall 106.

the
change, not from
ATI, but from his own ob
servations at the San Jose con-

Board

events

Thursday

Promoter Norm Cheney said,
“The agents are supposed to keep
the promoter informed.” According to Cheney, he discovered

anything

this to educate the masses of our university,’’ he added.

film...and

7:30 p.m.

Leslie Monchack (ATI) said,
anticipating
not
are
“We

He thought ‘‘a better piece of material” could have
been shown to depict racism.
“I am distressed that we have to pick material like

having to watch this
ers
and brothfor

was

available for comment.
Leslie Monchack of ATI said on
Monday, ‘We were under the
impression that the Fleetwood
Mac we were representing was

a ticket.”
“The Program

surprisedif (increased) faculty
fringe benefits doesn’t turn out to

_ Human

and recruitment,
instructional administration,

The band had already
played
six concerts
before its cancellation
at HSU.

per cent wage
3.1 per cent inbenefits
‘‘would be very

pri
“We will be making every be one of our highest
to
s
try
to
ou
can
we
nu
effort
stre
e so
restored
itemswid
get system
we will have a chance to share in
”
he said.
the results,
salary
recomBudget
mendations for CSUC faculty trustees.

(Continued from front page)

“It’s a bad piece of cinema,”’ he said. ‘‘Idon’t think as
far as the black people are concerned that it is a treas-

societ
Du

what would have been our share
on that.

Fleetwood

more

(Continued from front page)

liketo

and receive a 3.72
operation
analysis staffing. increase and a
crease in fringe
Share lest
Jensen said he
“when the system lost, we lost

round

support funding when they
believe “‘it is essential to the
needs of the university.”

American Talent International

End of the rope

campus executive assistance,
environmental safety and health,

He said Redwood Manor
acquisition was high enough on
the trustees’ capital outlay
ty list to warrant funding.
‘There were items below it on the
list that were funded’”
but it was
probably an “item which (the
department of) finance thought
was deferrable.”’
“Finance said it did not thinkit
was necessary to fund the
acquisition at this time,” Dobkin

8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

-

Friday

READER’S THEATER—“An Evening
cummings,” Sequoia Theater. Free.

e.e.

FILM—“Santa Fe Trail,” ‘In Old California,”
Founder’s Hall Aud.

Saturday
READER’S THEATER—See Friday.
FILM—“Bonnie and Clyde,”

“You Only Live On-

ce,” Founder’s Hall Aud.
RECITAL—Chamber music recital, Recital Hall.
Free, but tickets required.
FAT CHANCE—Fat Chance, a student production.
Studio Theater.
Sunday

FAT CHANCE—See Saturday.
Monday
RECITAL—Program designed for percussion
ensemble, trombone and piano. Free, but tickets
required.
FAT CHANCE—See Saturday.
Tuesday

"Keep

America

Beautiful"

COORS
Recycling Report for Humboldt & Del Norte
April 1, 1970 to Dec. 31, 1973

Aluminum Cans Recycled

543,354 ibs.

Total Number of Cans

13,040,496

Cash Paid Out for Cans

$54,335.40 ©

Coors Bottles Recycled

322,937

Cosh Paid Out for Bottles

$322937
5481

Coors Cartons Recycled
Cash Paid for Cartons

$657.82

Coors Distributing Co.
132 W. 4th St., Eureka Phone 442-2964
8:00 a.m.-12 noon Mon. thru Fri.

Coors Distributing Co.
1125 Harold St. Crescent City

Refunds are available at the
University Center Information
Desk by presenting a ticket.

with

3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Wed. & Fri.

“PITCH IN--FIGHT LITTER’

.

